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Graduated in Audiovisual Communication in Madrid and with higher studies in Cinema in France, she 
has worked as a script and assistant director for more than 20 years in different television series 
before telling her own stories. 
After following several screenwriting training courses and a Master Degree in Screenwriting at the 
Carlos III University of Madrid, she works at the production company D.L.O. as a junior screenwriter 
for the development of several television series projects. At the same time, she writes several scripts 
for advertising and short films. After this first professional stage, she takes advantage of her 
experience filming to create her first projects. 
She presented several ideas to different networks and platforms until, in 2018, Atresmedia Studios 
(now Buendía) offered her her first development contract with a series: 'El Valle', an emotional thriller 
of lesbian love, in the process of being co-produced with France. 
In 2020, she created another new series project for the international production company Federation 
Entertainment: 'Rat Mothers', a punk-pop comedy that addresses the issue of women in the new 
century. 
In 2022, she co-rewrites with Emma Bertrán the script for the feature film 'El Cargamento' for 
FILMADORA PRODUCCIONES and VIDEOCINE (Mexico), currently in pre-production for shooting. 
And finally, this same 2022, the comedy series 'White Lies', of which she is co-creator, begins filming 
for EL DESEO and VIS, Paramount international studio. Elena Anaya, Hugo Silva, Pilar Castro and 
Quim Gutiérrez make up the leading quartet, with Félix Sabroso and Marta Font as directors. The 
premiere will take place soon on Paramount +. 

- White Lies. Series. Comedy. Co-creator for EL DESEO and VIS, emission in PARAMOUNT+. Now 
shooting. 2022 
- El Cargamento. Full-lenght film. By Filmadora Prod. for VIDEOCINE (México) – ROAD MOVIE-
THRILLER. 
- Lejaim. Femenine comedy. 2021 
- Rat Mothers. Series. Comedy. Creator for FEDERATION Entertainment. 2021 
- El Valle. Series. Emotional thriller. Creator for BUENDÍA ESTUDIOS. 2019 
- Junior Scriptwriter in DLO prod. developement team, for T5, A3 y TVE. 2014-15 
- Dibujos de luz: en el camino. Documentary for SAVE THE CHILDREN (Seminci ‘10). 2010 
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